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Q1. A pleasing number of students went all the way to x + 2, a fully simplified expression   

was not necessary and full marks were awarded prior to simplification. A common error was for students 

to write x + 10 – 4 not referencing x for each person. A few forgot to include x for Alex. The brackets 

were occasionally missed but it was more common to see the answer given as an algebraic fraction. The 

use of algebraic fractions was pleasing to see. 

 

Q2. This question was well attempted by students and they were gaining the full range of marks. The 

weakest candidates often gained a mark for finding an angle but usually could not see how to proceed 

to find TR with many drawing in extra lines to create what they assumed to be right-angled triangles or 

made assumptions that their lines had bisected angles and so led to incorrect final answers. The slightly 

more able usually correctly used the Sine Rule to find the length of AR but were unable to then correctly 

use the Cosine Rule or tried to apply the Sine Rule again so only gained three marks. The most able 

students were able to correctly apply both the Sine and Cosine rule but some lost the accuracy mark due 

to premature rounding in their working out. 

 

Q3. No examiners comment  

 

Q4.Part (a) was done quite well. Many students were able to draw a correct cumulative frequency 

diagram for the information given in the table. Common errors were due to misinterpreting the vertical 

scale, particularly at (40, 138) and (60, 186), plotting points at mid-interval values, and careless drawing 

of the graph, such that the curve did not pass through all the points. Students should be advised to take 

more care when drawing cumulative frequency graphs and ensure that these pass through all the plotted 

points. 

In part (b), many students were able to use either their cumulative frequency graphs, or the information 

given in the table, to comment on the accuracy of the given statement. Most students used the given 

percentage (10%) to calculate a frequency to compare, ie 20, rather than use a frequency from the 

table/cumulative frequency graph to calculate a percentage to compare, eg 5%. When reading values 

from a cumulative frequency graph, students should be advised to show their working by drawing clear 

lines between the axes of the graph and the graph 

 

Q5. This question was not attempted by all candidates suggesting possibly that this topic had not been 

covered by all centres. When answers were seen it was evident for part (a) that most students had a 

good appreciation of the process of iteration and successfully secured the first mark for putting the 

starting value of −2.5 into the iteration formula. Sadly, wrong answers appeared to come from the 

incorrect squaring of negative numbers. Students could avoid this error by placing negative numbers in 

brackets on their calculator. By showing their substitutions students could gain 2 marks. This question 

exemplifies the need for students to show their working out especially when the calculator is used heavily 

to ensure that method marks can be awarded. 

Part (b) was not well answered. Some students did state that the equation had been re arranged to give 

the iterative formula. Others correctly stated that iteration provides convergence towards a root of the 

cubic equation. A common misconception in part (b) was that the 3 answers from iteration in part (a) 

provided the 3 solutions to the cubic equation. 

Q6. As this question only involved positive terms most candidates were able to successfully expand a 

pair of brackets usually the first two brackets (x + 1)(x + 2) although a few still made arithmetical errors 

with multiplying simple values like 1 × 2 and writing 3 as their answer. Once one set of brackets had 

been expanded candidates generally seemed to be able to then expand this over a third bracket and 

were more successful when systematically multiplying each term across the bracket. They usually also 

then went onto get the second method mark for at least half the terms written correctly. There were 

some candidates who tried to do all three brackets in one step, usually leading to few marks being 

awarded. 

Candidates needed to be careful in copying their own work, often losing a mark when re-writing their 

answer out incorrectly in the next stage of their working. For example, having given x3 in their second 

stage of working, ending up writing x2 + 6x2 + 11x + 6 as their final answer. 

Q7.This question was well attempted by the more able students who quickly identified that it required 

the use of the formula. These students usually worked carefully and accurately to score full marks. Of 

the many students who were not successful, most either attempted to factorise the quadratic expression 

or they attempted other fruitless algebraic manipulation. Attempts using trial and improvement were 

also often seen but these were invariably unsuccessful. 
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Q8. Many values were given correctly in part (a). The most common error was in giving and answer of 

3 or -3 for x=-1. Plotting points was quite well done in part (b); nearly all candidates realised that a 

curve was needed to join the points. Not all candidates knew how to answer part (c). Common errors 

included reading from the line y=1 or giving the solutions as coordinates rather than values. Few 

candidates marked the intersection with their curve to show where they were attempting to read off the 

values. Reading accurately was spoilt sometimes by poorly drawn curves. 

 

Q9. This was an unusual question with the intention of testing knowledge of the quadratic formula. Many 

students were able to write down the value of a or of b but had to work a little harder when it came to 

finding the value of c. As when solving quadratic equations using the formula there were many students 

who made a sign error with b. Of course there where many students who thought this was an exercise 

in working out the value of the given expression(s). They were awarded no marks unless they explicitly 

identified the values of a, b and c. 

 

Q10. Over 50% of candidates drew clear, accurate graphs and scored full marks in the first part of this 

question. Most candidates plotted two or more points which they then joined to form a straight line. 

Relatively few candidates constructed a table of values before plotting points. A significant minority of 

candidates tried to use the gradient-intercept method to draw the line. This approach proved less 

successful. Most candidates using this method drew lines passing through (0, 2) but with an incorrect 

gradient. There was little evidence to suggest that the different scales on the x and y axes had confused 

candidates. 

In part (b)(i) nearly 60% of candidates gave a correct equation. Of those who were not successful, a few 

gave an expression rather than an equation. In part (b)(ii) correct answers were rare. A large number 

of candidates who demonstrated an understanding of the situation gave the equation of a perpendicular 

line rather than the gradient. This highlights the need for candidates to ensure they read the particular 

demands of a question carefully.  

Q11. It was pleasing to see so many candidates who had a clear idea of how to tackle this question. 

Many knew how to find the gradient of the perpendicular bisector and most knew that the general 

equation of a straight line was y = mx + c.  

There was some confusion in finding the coordinates of M, the midpoint of the line segment – often by 

finding the difference of the coordinates of A and B, rather than their means. 

 

Q12.Many students were able to find the gradient of the line 2y = 3x − 4 or the gradient of the line 

passing through the points A and B, but relatively few were able to find both of these correctly. Correct 

reasons were often based on examples rather than by a direct appeal to the formula m1 × m2 = −1, eg 

"the gradient of the line perpendicular to 2y = 3x − 4 has to be −  not − ". Students should be advised 

to show their methods clearly, eg by quoting a suitable general formula for calculating gradients, before 

attempting to use it. 

Q13.There were many different approaches to this question, but equally many who chose not to attempt 

it. A significant number substituted (−1,2) and (2,8) in turn into the equation of line A, hoping to find 

the point of intersection. Some tried to draw sketches of the lines, but usually these were not sufficiently 

accurate, and needed to be supported with additional working. Few candidates were able to work out 

the gradient of the line B correctly. Some appeared to that the lines would only intersect if they were 

perpendicular. The best solutions came from using the equation of line B as y=2x+4 and equating the 

y-intercept on both lines. Some compared the gradient with equal success. 

Q14.In part (a) the turning point was well understood, with nearly all candidates gaining this mark. 

In part (b) most candidates knew they had to read off the values at the intersection of the curve with 

the x-axis, but in part (c) the use of function notation confused a significant minority, who failed to give 

an answer; those who understood usually went on to read off from 1.5 as intended. 

In both parts (b) and (c) it was the most basic of errors that lost candidates marks. This included those 

who misread the scale, those who failed to include negative sings when needed, and those who gave 

coordinates as the roots rather than the values of x. 

 

Q15.This was a challenging question that was attempted by most candidates but poorly done by many. 

Those who drew guide lines from the correct centre often got full marks. Many of the incorrect responses 

were due to candidates using the wrong scale factor (often ½) or using the wrong centre of enlargement. 
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Q16. This question was answered well by about a quarter of students, though a good proportion of these 

students missed the units of time from the x axis on their diagram. Though diagrams were attempted 

by nearly all students many of them used height rather than area to represent frequencies. 

  

Q17. It was essential in part (a) that candidates made it clear which lengths they were attempting to 

calculate. Some correct solutions were seen but the majority of candidates were unable to make a start 

on this question.  

Common errors included the belief that the height of a sloping face was also 10 cm, or that their correct 

calculation to find the height of the sloping face meant that they had found the height of the pyramid, 

that the diagonal of the base was 10 cm and that base angles on the sloping faces were 45°. Some 

candidates who did successfully find the height of the pyramid then went on to use the wrong formula 

for the volume. Using ½ × base area × height or introducing π were common errors.  

Many candidates were successful in part (b) without showing any working and having failed to give an 

answer in part (a).  

Q18. It was pleasing to see so many candidates who had a clear idea of how to tackle this question. 

Many knew how to find the gradient of the perpendicular bisector and most knew that the general 

equation of a straight line was y = mx + c.  

There was some confusion in finding the coordinates of M, the midpoint of the line segment – often by 

finding the difference of the coordinates of A and B, rather than their means. 

 

Q19. Part (a) was done quite well. Many candidates were able to use the given gradient and the intercept 

on the y-axis to correctly write down the equation of the straight line. A common and perhaps surprising 

error was to omit "y" when writing down the equation of the straight line, eg 4x + 2 or L = 4x + 2. 

In part (b), many candidates were able to identify the need to use a gradient of 4 but few could use the 

given point (2, −6) correctly to find the constant c. A common incorrect answer here was y = 4x − 6, ie 

interpreting −6 as the intercept on the y-axis. 

Q20. Those students with some idea about completing the square were often able to score one mark for 

(x + 3)2 but errors were frequently made with the '– 16'. 

 

Q21. Only a handful of candidates scored any marks in part (a) with x − 0.25 being a common incorrect 

response for those making any algebraic attempt. By contrast, part (b) was well answered with many 

correct responses. A few candidates reached 80 as they divided 240 by 3 (win, lose, draw) and a few 

wrote ¼ × 240 or 240 ÷ 4 but then failed to get to 60. 

 

Q22. This probability question without replacement was recognised as such by most of the candidates, 

although a surprising number did give a denominator of 121, showing that they thought one of the 

sandwiches was replaced before the second one was taken. An answer of 76⁄121 was awarded 2 marks for 

the work in dealing correctly with the numerator.  

If candidates were able to correctly show a denominator of 10 on a tree diagram or use it as part of a 

second probability then 1 mark was earned and some candidates earned this 1 mark.  

A second mark was earned by candidates who could write the probability of one combination of correct 

probabilities as a product and a further mark was gained if those, or at least three of them, were shown 

to be added. 

 The fourth method mark was awarded if all six combinations were added or if they were working from 

1 − probability of both of the same types taken. Fully correct answers were given by only a small number 

of candidates. 

 

Q23.Most students did not understand the concept of a bound, so scored no marks for either part of this 

question. Those that did get the mark for part (a), often did have some strategy for dealing with the 

formula. However, very few appreciated that the upper bound of  is found from using the lower bound 

of q. These students generally scored 1 mark for the 4.35. As often is the case, students also thought 

that bounds had to be applied to an exact answer, so worked out 4.3 +  and then added 0.5 to their 
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answer 

 

Q24. Candidates who had some idea of how to find the vectors  and  in terms of m and n, 

generally scored at least two of the three marks. The third mark was to give a reason based on the forms 

for  and  of why the two lines are parallel. Generally candidates earned the final mark by stating 

that 2n – 2m was a multiple of n – m. In general, notation was poor, with arrows above vectors rarely 

shown and with underling of m and n usually absent.  

Some candidates did not read the information carefully enough and found that  and  were half 

the values given in the answer. These candidates could score a maximum of two marks. 

 

Q25. This question involved multiplying out the brackets, rationalising, and simplifying the surds. Many 

failed to expand the brackets correctly. Those who multiplied numerator and denominator by  too 

early ended up with every term having a  attached. Many candidates were unable to simplify their 

answers; some thought that  could not be simplified any further.  
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Q3. 
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Q5. 

 

 Q6. 

  

Q7. 
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Q9. 

 
 

Q10. 

  

 

Q11. 
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Q12. 

  

 Q13. 

 

Q14. 

 
Q15. 

 
Q16. 
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Q17. 
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Q18. 

 
 

Q19. 

 
 

Q20. 

  

Q21. 
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Q22. 

  

Q23. 

 

 Q24. 
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Q25. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 


